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Abstract
Cost-effectiveness is of foremost importance for large
scale VoD systems. We assume a VoD system where each
video is split into two parts, the prefix and the suffix. We
consider two new architectures: One architecture where
the clients are equipped with set-top boxes that allow to
store locally the prefix part of some/all popular videos
and second architecture where the suffix is transmitted via
satellite.

For each architecture, we develop a cost model to com-
pute the delivery cost of videos. We show that these archi-
tectures are efficient and significantly reduce the system
cost in many scenarios: (i) By more than 45% with set-top
boxes at the client side, (ii) By more than 80% for satellite
transmission of the suffix.
Keywords: content distribution network (CDN), overlay
network, set-top box, satellite.

1 Introduction
Video-on-Demand (VoD) systems allow to support vari-
ous applications such as distance learning, home entertain-
ment, electronic commerce, to name but a few. However,
the bandwidth-intensive nature of video calls for efficient
and scalable architectures that serve many clients via a sin-
gle multicast stream. Prior work on VoD can be classified
into three categories:� Open-loop systems [10, 2, 11]: In open-loop systems,

the video is divided into many segments. Regard-
less the client requests, the server periodically and in-
finitely broadcasts segments each of which at its own
rate.� Closed-loop systems [7, 5, 4]: In closed-loop sys-
tems, clients contact the server to retrieve the video.
Each request initiates a new unicast/multicast stream.

� Prefix caching assisted periodic broadcast [6, 3]:
These systems combine open-loop and closed-loop
approaches. This combination ensures a zero start-
up delay and makes these systems suitable for both,
popular and non popular videos.

In this paper, we present two new architectures to pro-
vide a scalable and efficient VoD service to a large client
population. We assume that each video is split into two
parts, the prefix and the suffix. In the first architecture,
we provide clients with set-top boxes to store the prefix

part of some/all popular videos. In the second architecture,
we transmit the suffix via satellite. For each architecture,
we develop a cost model to compute the delivery cost of
videos.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents related work. Section 3 describes the distribution
network. In section 4, we derive the cost models for each
of our architectures. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Contribution and Related Work
Providing a scalable and efficient VoD service to a wide
client population has been extensively investigated in pre-
vious work. The basic idea to achieve scalability is to serve
multiple clients via multicast.

Open-loop systems differ in the way they set the length
and the transmission rate of each segment. Pyramid broad-
casting [10] sets the same rate to all segments while the
segment sizes follow a geometric series. Tailored trans-
mission [2] sets the same length to all segments while the
rate decreases as the segment number increases. You et al.
[11] present an hybrid system that combines the two above
methods.

While open-loop systems broadcast the video regardless
of the request pattern of clients, closed-loop systems serve
the video in response to clients’ requests. With patching
[7], the first client to arrive receives a dedicated stream
from the server. A new client that arrives after the first one
joins the initial unicast stream that is transformed into a
multicast stream. At the same time, the new client receives
a separate unicast stream for the part it missed from the
initial stream. Gao et al. [5] extend this patching scheme
with the inclusion of a threshold to reduce the cost of the
unicast streams.

With the hierarchical merging system [4], when a new
client arrives, the server initiates a unicast stream to that
client. At the same time, the client listens to the closest (in
time) stream (target) that is still active. When the client
receives via unicast what it missed from the target stream,
the initial unicast stream is terminated and the client listens
only to the target stream, and the process repeats.

Guo et al. in [6], have developed a methodology to com-
bine open-loop and closed-loop systems. They divide the
video into two parts, the prefix and the suffix. The prefix
is delivered via a closed-loop scheme while the suffix is
multicast via an open-loop scheme.



Similarly, the PS model [3] combines both, open-loop
and closed-loop systems. The PS model splits each video
into a prefix and a suffix. The prefix is stored in prefix
servers that can be placed at any level throughout the net-
work other than the client side. The suffix is stored at the
server, placed at the root of the network. The prefix servers
send the prefix via multicast controlled threshold [5] while
the server broadcasts the suffix via tailored transmission
[2]. For more details on the PS model, please refer to [3].

In this paper we propose two new architectures for large
scale VoD systems. We assume that each video is split into
a prefix and a suffix. In the first architecture, we use the
set-top box at the client side to store the prefix of some/all
popular videos. In the second architecture, we transmit the
suffix via satellite.

For each architecture, we derive from the PS model a
cost model to compute the delivery cost of videos. In the
cost models, we include not only the network transmission
cost but also the server cost, which depends on both, the
storage occupied and the number of input/output streams
needed. We also account for the network transmission cost
as a function of the number of clients that are simultane-
ously served by the multicast distribution (either from the
prefix servers or the suffix server).

3 The distribution network
In our cost model, we assume that the topology of our
distribution network is a � -ary tree with

�
levels (figure

1). A network tree model has many practical aspects. A
tree model captures the hierarchical structure of a large-
scale network, where large backbone routers service many
smaller service providers which in turn service end-users.
For example, a tree might include multiple levels, dividing
a network into national, regional and local sub-networks.
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Figure 1: Video distribution network
The suffix server is assumed to be at the root of the tree.

Prefix servers may be placed at any level of the distribu-
tion network other than the highest level (i.e. leaves). The
clients are lumped together at the �
	 leaf nodes. The num-
ber of clients watching simultaneously a video is not lim-
ited to ��	 since a leaf node does not represent a single
client but multiple clients that are for instance in the same

building. In this paper, we assume homogeneous client
populations.

4 Evaluation of Architectural
Choices

4.1 Analytical Model
In this section, we present the basic cost model and then
derive the cost term for each architecture. We divide the
cost of a VoD system into network and server cost. The
network cost is proportional to the amount of network
bandwidth needed for the transmission of the prefix and
the suffix. The server cost depends on the disk storage
used and the total number of input/output streams needed
for both, the suffix server and the prefix servers. The total
cost of the system can be computed as the sum of the total
network and total server cost:��������������� ���������� ������� � �����������!��"$#%��" (1)

To relate the network and the server cost, a normalization
factor � is introduced that allows us to explore various sce-
narios for the cost of the servers as compared to the cost
of the transmission bandwidth.

The terms for the network and server cost are given by:� ���������� ����� �&�(' ")�!*,+ -� �����.� � �/0*1*,+ -� ������ ���������!��"$#%��" �&� ' ")�!*,+ -!��"$#%��" � � �/0*1*,+ -!��"$#%��"
The server cost depends on both, the required amount of
storage

� ���2 (in Megabit) and the amount of disk I/O band-
width

�4365$7
(in Megabit/sec).

� ' ")�!*,+ -!��"$#%��" �98;:0<>=?�(' ")�!*,+ -365$7A@CB �(' ")�!*,+ -���2 D
���/0*1*,+ -!��"$#%��" �98;:0<>=?� �/0*1*,+ -365$7 @CB � �/0*1*,+ -���2 D

To relate the cost for storage and for I/O, we introduce the
normalization factor B that is determined as follows: If our
server has a storage capacity of E ���2 [Megabit] and an I/O
bandwidth of E 365$7 [Megabit/sec], then B �GF)H!I�JF6K�LNM . Since
the server will be either I/O limited or storage limited, the
server cost is given as the maximum of

�O365$7
and B � ���2 .

To model the case where the cost of the “last-hop link”
towards the clients is not the same as the cost of the other
links, we can set the cost for the last link to the clients
(
�?PRQ

) to a value different from the cost for the other links.
This basic cost model has quite a few parameters. We

present results only for a limited subset of parameter val-
ues that provide new insights. We will vary only the pa-
rameters � and the last-hop cost lhc. We consider a distri-
bution network with an out-degree � �TS and a number
of levels

� �VU
. We expect that such a topology is repre-

sentative for a wide distribution system that covers a large
geographical areas of the size of a country such as France
or the UK. If one wants to model a densely populated
metropolitan area such as NewYork, one would choose�XW U

(e.g.
� �ZY @$[ ) and �]\ S (e.g. � �_^,` ). The

other parameters are chosen as follows: For the disk I/O



cost to disk storage cost ratio B , we choose B � ` � ` ` ^ (a
realistic value for the current disk technology such as the
IBM Ultrastar 72ZX disk). The video length is

� ��� `
minutes.

4.2 Set-top Box at the Client Side for Prefix
Storage

Today, set-top boxes at the client side provide a large
amount of storage capacity at a low cost. For instance, the
digital video recorder developed by Tivo [9] allows to store
between 20 and 60 hours of MPEG II coded video and can
receive transmissions at high data-rates. In this subsec-
tion, we present a new distribution architecture (called P-
hybrid) that uses the set-top boxes to store video prefixes.

We derive the P-hybrid model from the PS model [3].
Both models use the same protocols to distribute the pre-
fix and the suffix. However, in contrast to the PS model,
the P-hybrid model allows the prefix to be stored not only
at the prefix servers but also at the set-top boxes. In the
P-hybrid model, when the prefix is stored at the prefix
servers, the prefix is delivered to clients via controlled
multicast as with the PS model. In this case, the cost of
the prefix is the same for both models the P-hybrid and the
PS (
�(' ")�!*,+ -���	� ��
?"$+ F ���(' ")�!*,+ -�� ).

The prefix can also be downloaded directly to the set-
top boxes. In this case, the prefix cost with the P-hybrid
model, as compared to the PS model, is limited to the
download cost of the prefix to the set-top box.

Both, the PS and the P-hybrid models store the suffix
at the central server and deliver it to clients via tailored
transmission. Thus, both models have the same suffix cost
(
� �/0*1*,+ -���	� ��
?"$+ F ��� �/0*1*,+ -�� ).

4.2.1 Analytical Model
To compute the cost of the P-hybrid model, we partition
the set of videos into two disjoint subsets, namely ��� and
�	� , with ������	� ��� . �� represents the set of videos
whose prefix is stored in the prefix servers. �� repre-
sents the set of videos whose prefix is stored in the set-top
boxes. We calculate separately the cost for the videos in
�� and �	� . The total P-hybrid system cost is the sum of
the system cost over all videos in the two subsets:� ������������	� ��
?"$+ F � � ����	� ��
?"$+ F = �� D � � ����	� ��
?"$+ F = �	� D �
For each video � in ��� , the P-hybrid model delivers the pre-
fix and the suffix via the same protocols as the PS model
does. Therefore, for each video � in ��� , the system cost
can be computed using the PS model and the cost of ��� is:

� ����	� ��
?"$+ F = �� D � �
+�� ���
� ���������

P-hybrid

= � D ���+�� ���
� ���������

PS

= � D

with � ����������� = � D �&�(' ")�!*,+ -�� = � D � � �/0*1*,+ -�� = � D
where

�(' ")�!*,+ -�� = � D and
� �/0*1*,+ -�� = � D are given respectively in

tables 1 and 2 in [3].

Concerning ��� , the suffix cost of each video ��� ���
is computed as in the case of the PS model since in both
architectures, the suffix is delivered to the clients via tai-
lored transmission. In contrast, the prefix cost comprises
only the download cost of the prefix.
� ����	� ��
?"$+ F = �	� D ���+�� �"!

�(' ")�!*,+ -���	� ��
?"$+ F = � D � �+�� �"!
� �/0*1*,+ -

P-hybrid

= � D
���
+�� �"!
�(' ")�!*,+ -���	� ��
?"$+ F = � D � �+�� �"!

� �/0*1*,+ -
PS

= � D @

with�(' ")�!*,+ -���	� ��
?"$+ F = � D �$#&% +' 
	�
(*) � �

( �+#,% +' 
= ��	 - �/. �
� . ^ D (2)

In equation (2),
#

is the playback rate of the video, % + is
the length of the prefix of video � , and

'  is the down-
load interval (time between two consecutive downloads)
of the prefix to the set-top box. The term 0 	(*) � � ( ac-
counts for the number of links traversed by the data at all
levels during the download of the prefix. To minimize the
cost of �	� , we must find the optimal set of prefix lengths1 % +321+4� �"! of the videos in ��� . For this purpose, we solve
the following problem:865 7+�� �"!48 � � ����	� ��
?"$+ F

= �	� D
9 � :;� �+�� �"! % +�<

�>=@?

Where
�>=@?

is the storage capacity of the set-top box.
The problem expressed above is a non-linear programming
problem subject to linear inequality constraints. To obtain
a solution, we apply the fmincon package of Matlab.

For a given partition of the videos between the two dis-
joint subsets �� and �	� , we apply the PS model to compute� ��� = �� D and we apply the fmincon package of Matlab
to compute

� ����	� ��
?"$+ F = �	� D . The P-hybrid system cost is
the sum of �� and �	� . However, to find the optimal total
system cost, we must find which video prefixes should be
stored in the set-top box. To do so, we present the follow-
ing heuristic algorithm to find the near optimal split of the
set of A videos between ��� and �	� . We sort the videos in
decreasing order of popularity ( B + \CB ( if � WED ) where
B is the average number of simultaneous clients). We start
with the case where all videos are in ��� (all the prefixes
are stored at the prefix servers). In this case, the P-hybrid
model is equivallent to the PS model.

In �� , the most popular video consumes the largest frac-
tion of the system resources among all videos. Thereby,
we move the videos from ��� to �	� , one after the other,
starting with the most popular one in the system. At each
step, we compute the new cost of ��� ( � � � � ����� = �� D ) and �	�
(
� � � � ������	� ��
?"$+ F = �	� D ). We then compare the P-hybrid system

cost at the current step
� ��������� � � ������	� ��
?"$+ F and at the previous

step
� ��������� � 2 ' ����	� ��
?"$+ F . If

� ��������� � � ������	� ��
?"$+ F F � ���������
� 2 ' ����	� ��
?"$+ F then

we stop and the parameter values computed at the previ-
ous step are chosen.



4.2.2 Results
To obtain insights about the advantages of having a set-top
box at the client side, we plot in figure 2(a) the cost ratio of
the P-hybrid to the PS models for � ��^ and homogeneous
link cost (i.e.

�?PRQ � ^
). Indeed, we evaluated the P-hybrid

model for other scenarios such as � � 1 ` @ ` � ^ 2 and
�?PRQ �

` � ^ , and we found similar results. We set the download
interval of the prefixes to

'  � ^,` ` ` ` minutes (about one
week) and the number of videos to A �G^,` ` . We vary
the storage capacity

�>=@?
of the set top-box from 100 to

1000 minutes of video. The popularities of the videos are
Zipf distributed with B + ���+�� ( B + represents the average
number of clients simultaneously viewing video � ).

As we can observe from figure 2(a), as the storage ca-
pacity

�>=@?
increases, the P-hybrid system cost reduces as

compared to the PS system cost. This reduction exceeds
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Figure 2:
� ������������	� ��
?"$+ F�� � ����������� and optimal prefix length

in the set-up box for � � ^ and
= �?PRQ D ��^ �

45% provided a storage capacity
�>=@?�� ^,` ` `

minutes and
a system with very few popular videos. Figure 2(b) shows

the optimal partitioning of the set-top box amongst videos
for different values of � , � and

�>=@?
. The larger the buffer

space at the client, the larger the number of videos that
share that buffer and the longer the length of the prefixes
stored locally. It might seem surprising that the length
of the prefix does not necessarily increase monotonically
with the popularity B of the video. In fact, the open-loop
scheme (suffix transmission) performs well for very pop-
ular videos. Thus, it might be optimal to reduce the prefix
length of the most popular video in order to free a place
for the other popular ones.

Figure 2(b) also shows that, for given values of the pa-
rameter � and

�>=@?
, as � increases, the number of videos

that have their prefix stored at the client side decreases
while the length of the prefix becomes longer. Indeed, for a
given Zipf distribution ( B + � �+�� ), the popularity of video
� decreases as � increases. As we mentioned before, the P-
hybrid model reduces the system cost as compared to the
PS model by storing locally the prefix of the most popular
videos. In contrast to � � ` � ! , when � �G^ , there are
fewer popular videos in the system that should have their
prefix stored in the set-top box.

Figure 2(a) also shows that for a given value of � , in-
creasing � increases the efficiency of the P-hybrid model.
Actually, the P-hybrid model becomes more cost efficient
as the cost of the most popular videos increases relative to
the total system cost, which is the case when � increases.

4.3 Use of Satellite for Suffix Transmission
Satellites are a very cost effective transmission medium
for sending data to a large group of users. The cost of
1 Mbit/month satellite transmission bandwidth is about $
10,000 [8] whereas the cost for 1 Mbit/month terrestrial
transmission bandwidth is $1300 for 1 Mbit/sec during
one month in case of a T1 line and $350 for 1 Mbit/sec
during one month in case of a OC-48 transmission link
[1]. We now consider the case where the suffix is trans-
mitted via satellite directly to the clients, while the prefix
is transmitted from the prefix servers to the clients via the
Internet. We refer to this distribution architecture as the
S-sat model. In both the S-sat and the PS models, the pre-
fix is stored at the prefix servers and delivered to clients
via controlled multicast. As a result, the prefix cost is the
same in both models (

� ' ")�!*,+ -�� �T�(' ")�!*,+ -� � �")� ). On the other
hand, both models schedule the suffix via tailored trans-
mission. However, in contrast to the PS model, the S-sat
model transmits the suffix via satellite instead of a terres-
trial network. As a consequence, the cost term for

� �/0*1*,+ -� ���
for the S-sat model is

� �/0*1*,+ -� ��� �$#&%(' �O+ �� , where
' �O+ ��

is the total server bandwidth needed to schedule the suf-
fix via tailored transmission and

#
is a weight factor that

allows to express the cost for the satellite transmission in
relative terms with respect to the other cost elements such
as terrestrial transmission or server storage and I/O. The
I/O and storage cost for the suffix remain the same in both
models.



In the following, we will use two different values for
#

namely
# ��^,` `

and
# � U ` `

. In the light of the absolute
prices given above, we consider both values as “conserva-
tive” in the sense that they are likely to overestimate the
cost of a satellite transmission compared to a terrestrial
transmission.

4.3.1 Results
We see in figure 3(b) that for the S-sat model, the prefix de-
creases more rapidly with increasing number of clients B
since the transmission of the suffix via satellite is less ex-
pensive compared to a transmission over a terrestrial net-
work. The smaller the value of

#
, the cheaper the satellite

transmission and the more cost effective the S-sat model.
For B \ ^,` � , the S-sat model is very cost effective (fig-
ure 3(a)). For a very high number of simultaneous clients,
the suffix becomes eventually as large as possible (89 min-
utes)1 and satellite suffix transmission can reduce the cost
by up to 80 � (for � � ^ @ �?PRQ � ^ @ # � ^,` ` ). The cost
reduction obviously depends on

#
. For the case

# ��U ` `
,

� �Z^ , and
�?PRQ � ` � ^ , the satellite transmission is quite

expensive compared to a terrestrial transmission and as a
result, the suffix satellite transmission is not competitive.
� �G` � ^ (figure 4(a)) makes the prefix servers cheaper,
which allows to use more of them (equation (1), page 2).
Such a cost reduction of the prefix servers benefits both the
PS and the S-sat models. As a consequence, for � ��` � ^ ,
the satellite transmission still remains, for large values of
B , much more cost effective than the transmission of the
suffix via terrestrial links.

If we completely ignore the server cost ( � � ` ) and the
last hop cost is reduced (

�?PRQ � ` � ^ ), suffix transmission
via satellite will remain more cost effective provided that
satellite transmission is cheap (

# ��^,` `
, figure 4(b)).

We eventualy outline that our results showed (figure not
shown) that using satellite suffix distribution as compared
to terrestrial links has little impact on the placement of the
prefix servers.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented two new architectures for large scale
VoD systems. We assumed that each video is split into two
parts, the prefix and the suffix. In the first architecture, we
allow clients to store locally the prefix of some/all popu-
lar videos. In the second one, we transmit the suffix via
satellite. For each architecture, we developed a cost model
to compute the delivery cost of videos. We applied these
architectures to the PS model and we evaluated the overall
reduction in the system cost. Our results showed that,� Storing the prefixes of the most popular videos in the

system at the client side can reduce efficiently the sys-
tem cost by 30-45%.� When the cost for the satellite transmission is low rel-
ative to the cost for the terrestrial transmission, using

1We limit the minimal length of the prefix to 1 minute in order to
provide a zero start-up delay service.
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Figure 3: Cost ratio (

� ���������� � �")� � � ����������� ) for � � ^ , �?PRQ �1 ^ @ ` � ^ 2 and
# � 1 ^,` ` @ U ` ` 2 and optimal prefix length

for both, PS and S-sat models for � � ^ , = �?PRQ D � ^ , and# � 1 U ` ` @ ^,` ` 2 as a function of the number of clients B .

satellite to transmit the suffix can reduce the system
cost by up to 80%.

In this work, we have assumed that (i) client requests for
the same video are homogeneously distributed among all
clients and (ii) the current video distribution network has
a very regular structure with all clients being at the same
distance from the root. A natural extension of this work
would be to introduce heterogeneity in the video popular-
ity and in the network contruction. As a future work, we
intend to study the impact of these extensions on the two
architectures that we introduced here. While these exten-
sions will clearly change the absolute values that we pre-
sented, we do not expect that they will change the broad
conclusions that we obtained for both architectures.
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Figure 4: Cost ratio (

� ���������� � �")� � � ����������� ) for � � 1 ` � ^ @ ` 2 ,= �?PRQ D � 1 ^ @ ` � ^ 2 , and
# � 1 ^,` ` @ U ` ` 2 .
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